PRESS RELEASE
LEONARDO PLAZA CYPRIA MARIS BEACH HOTEL & SPA

As we continue our solid growth in the Mediterranean, we are extremely excited and proud to announce some
more new investments we are planning to perform during Winter 2018-2019, on top of the very successful ones
that took place two years ago. Our leading hotel the ‘Leonardo Plaza Cypria Maris Beach Hotel & Spa’ in Paphos,
will experience more upgrading in facilities, new outlets and luxury rooms. Expected to open on May 1st, 2019, this
upscale, Adults only property will continue to offer its known spacious and relaxing environment, the ultimate
experience in accommodation, culinary and laid-back luxury.
During the Winter months, we will extent our two main restaurants, we will create a new garden restaurant,
offering breakfast, lunch and dinner and a new Entertainment Lounge Bar. The main outdoor pool will be
redesigned and extended, offering additional amenities in and out of the water. On the unique beachfront of the
hotel, cabanas will be available for a more luxury holiday style, plus the Pool side bar with the outdoor jacuzzi will
be extended offering all day snacks and drinks. The hotel will also add conference rooms offering the option for an
unparalleled setting to host private and corporate functions, a multifunctional Ball room, with rooms that break
down accommodating every group size need. Last not least, new Premium and Luxury rooms will be created,
rooms with a fresh and modern approach to design. Premium standard rooms, Executive suites and Presidential
suites enjoying panoramic views. Guests staying in the Deluxe floor will enjoy the benefit of using the new
Executive Lounge, serving all day snacks and premium drinks. In addition, the new Premium rooms will be created
with larger adding an array of extra luxury facilities.
Our aim is not only to continue to offer a memorable experience to our guests but also to redefine hospitality
addressing the new generation of travelers reflected in the innovation and imagination that has become
synonymous with the name Leonardo in Cyprus. Capturing the unique essence of the area of Paphos, our company
is ready to establish a new Lifestyle Hotel that will become the new benchmark and talk of the town.

